Mindnotes

MN33
Mindnotes in textile hardcover
Lino color, Lino nature

OVERALL INFORMATION
Product type

hardcover product

Minimum order quantity

250 pcs

Production lead time

21

Price level

****
COVER

Type of cover

hardcover made of solid board 1,75mm

Customization

print, blind debossing, transfer printing,

Endpaper material

offset paper 170g/sqm

Endpaper material (options)

paper ivory smooth 125g/sqm,

Customization

print

Print

CMYK
NOTEPAD

Type

notepad PUR bound

Size

210 x 297 mm, 185 x 245 mm, 148 x 210 mm, 175 x 175 mm,
125 x 205 mm, 205 x 125 mm, 105 x 148 mm, 84 x 135 mm,
mm

Paper quality

offset paper 80g/sqm

Paper quality (options)

paper ivory smooth 80g/sqm,

Number of sheets

100 pcs

Number of sheets (options)

50 pcs, 80 pcs,

Customization

print

Print

CMYK / PMS / HKS

Notepad customization options

perforation, drilling holes, side printing, additional advertising
sheets,
ACCESSORIES

Type of ribbon

satin 3mm,

Ribbon colors

(901) white, (931) black, (912) light grey, (916) red, (907) yellow,
(930) green, (915) orange, (924) navy blue, (923) blue, (921) light
blue, (933) bright green, (936) fuchsia, (939) gold, (938) silver,
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ACCESSORIES
Type of closing band

flat elastic closure,

Width of closing band

7, 10, 15 mm

Closing band colors

(1) white, (0) black, (3028) dark grey, (450) red, (968) yellow,
(460) dark green, (2560) orange, (348) navy blue, (694) blue,
(3026) light blue, (601) bright green, (610) fuchsia, (3027) light
grey, (400) gold, (500) silver,

Type of pen holder

flat elastic closing band,

Width of pen holder

15mm,

Pen holder colors

(1) white, (0) black, (3028) dark grey, (450) red, (968) yellow,
(460) dark green, (2560) orange, (348) navy blue, (694) blue,
(3026) light blue, (601) bright green, (610) fuchsia, (3027) light
grey, (400) gold, (500) silver,

Headband colors

(101) white, (112) black, (510) light grey, (105) red, (103) yellow,
(527) dark green, (515) orange, (523) navy blue, (522) blue, (520)
light blue, (513) fuchsia, (104) gold, (509) silver,

Extras

paper slide-in case,
PACKAGING

Unit packaging

individually in poly bag

Bulk packaging

together in boxes
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